FLORIDAMAKES

FloridaMakes is a statewide, industry-led, public-private partnership with the sole mission of strengthening and advancing Florida's economy by improving the productivity and technological performance of its manufacturing sector, with an emphasis on small- and medium-sized firms. It accomplishes this by providing services focused on three principle value streams: technology adoption, talent development, and business growth. FloridaMakes Business Advisors provide customized services to meet the needs and opportunities of individual companies based on an enterprise assessment and include process improvement, business growth and innovation, supply chain optimization, product development, adoption of best practices and appropriate advanced technologies, sustainability, market expansion and other services.

FloridaMakes provides services through an existing network of Regional Manufacturers Associations and other organizations, and partners with public and private service providers—including research and education institutions, consultants, and training providers—to improve the overall performance of individual firms, create and retain an advanced manufacturing workforce and deliver measurable economic impact. FloridaMakes operates with support from the State of Florida, the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NIST MEP), and Florida’s manufacturers.

The MEP National Network™ is a unique public-private partnership that delivers comprehensive, proven solutions to U.S. manufacturers, fueling growth and advancing U.S. manufacturing.
PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS INCREASE COMPANY’S LIFE-SAVING CAPACITIES

ABOUT ACR ELECTRONICS, INC.. For over 60 years, ACR Electronics has had the honor of designing and manufacturing lifesaving equipment for military forces, aviation, and space programs, as well as for maritime and outdoor enthusiasts. Located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, with around two hundred trusted employees, ACR Electronics capitalizes on technology expertise in the marine, aviation, outdoor, and military markets, and has become the leading manufacturing and development center for emergency beacons designed with one purpose in mind: saving lives.

THE CHALLENGE. ACR Electronics differentiates itself with the manufacturing expertise and capacity to manage multiple markets—each with unique and demanding service levels—from one factory resource. Following a series of ownership changes that disrupted growth plans, the company recently began acquiring other similar businesses. Company leaders decided to evaluate the Florida manufacturing facility, specifically its layout and manufacturing process flow, with the intent to consolidate manufacturing operations across existing and acquired product lines.

MEP CENTER’S ROLE. Working with FloridaMakes, part of the MEP National Network, ACR Electronics completed a business assessment that focused on the physical conversion of raw materials within the Florida factory. Although the business was successful, manufacturing extension agents from FloridaMakes noted the potential for improvements in the company’s strategic direction, workflows and material handling, and quality and traceability processes. They also saw opportunities to improve the company’s cost recognition and cost reduction efforts, shop floor management, and documentation practices. FloridaMakes supported ACR Electronics in implementing a new layout and production flow, applying new tools, systems, and processes that reduced labor overtime by 50 percent. The enhancements positioned the company to further capitalize on manufacturing efficiencies, reducing direct costs and allowing additional manufacturing conversion from the acquired assets. With improved factory absorption, ACR Electronics is retaining sales and jobs and continuing to thrive.

“Throughout our ownership changes, location moves, and company acquisitions, a few things remain the same—one of which has been our commitment to manufacturing, and manufacturing quality products that save lives. Our manufacturing teams are heroes who save lives every day on the production floor. With oversight and validation from FloridaMakes, we are looking forward to sustainable profit growth, focusing on customers, and delivering operational excellence from a truly global network of companies, assets, and people. We will continue to engage FloridaMakes for guidance related to best practices and to ensure we stay on track.”

-Gerry Angeli; Richard Horn, Executive Vice President; Vice President HR and Operations

RESULTS

- Reduced labor overtime by 50%
- Reduced direct costs by $700,000
- Retained 95 jobs